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The FCC Study
u International FCC Collaboration
(CERN as host lab) to study:
q pp-collider (FCC-hh)

vMain emphasis, defining
infrastructure requirements

q ~100 km tunnel infrastructure in
Geneva area

q e+e- collider (FCC-ee)
v “potential first step”

q Proton-electron option (FCC-he)
vOne IP, e- from ERL

q HE-LHC
vWith FCC-hh technology

q CDR for end 2018
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Well known Motivation (i)
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Since 5 years we have a
complete Standard Model

So far, the 125 GeV scalar
is consistent with being a
Standard Model Higgs
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Well known Motivation (ii)
u The Standard Model provides an amazingly consistent description of “all”
current experimental measurements

u And so far from LHC Run1 + 2, no indications of new BSM physics up to
several hundred GeV

u In summary:

To current precision, “everything” looks to be rather Standard Model

03/09/17 431st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade
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Will SM survive higher precision: Higgs
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Couplings currently measured
to O(10%) level

with δ= Snowmass ‘13

Expected deviations of SM coupling strengths
from New Physics are considerably smaller
• Dependence on NP scale

Need at least %-level accuracy for a 5σ
observation for ΛNP = 1 TeV
• And sub-% accuracy for multi-TeV NP scale

Need ≥ 1 million measured Higgs bosons
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Will SM survive higher precision: EWPO
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6/17/2016 E.Perez15

Higgs
couplings

Precision and indirect searches for new physics
Top couplings

Extra-dim models: 
Probe NP scales
of O ( 20 TeV )

4D-CHM,
f < 2 TeV

Ex. NP models,
probed  by 
HL-LHC

EW precision

Power of loops :
In terms of weakly-coupled new physics:
  ΛNP > 30 – 100 TeV

J. Ellis & T. You, JHEP03 (2016) 089

ILC Physics  case, arXiv:1506.05992

Theo. uncertainties need to be improved in
the next 20 years, to match the exp. uncertainties

P. Janot, arXiv:1510.09056
D. Barducci et al, JHEP 1508 (2015) 127 

After FCC-ee: 
L > 50-100 TeV ?

Today: L > 5-10 TeVJ. De Blas, Jan. 2017

w/o theory uncertainties

with current 
theory uncertainties

➪

FCC-ee is proposing a dramatic increase in precision of all EW measurements

Standard Model 
Effective Field 
Theory analysis
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FCC-ee Physics Programme
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arXiv:1308.6176

Z resonance: TeraZ WW threshold scan: OkuW
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Side Remark - Threshold Scan at LCs and FCCee

• Somewhat different luminosity spectra for 
different machines:

• no beamstrahlung tail in storage ring

• sharper main peak at ILC, broader at CLIC
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Figure 7. The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
in unpolarized e+e− collisions, as predicted by the HZHA program [39]. The thick red curve shows
the cross section expected from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ, and the thin red curve
shows the fraction corresponding to the Z → νν̄ decays. The blue and pink curves stand for the
WW and ZZ fusion processes (hence leading to the Hνeν̄e and He+e− final states), including their
interference with the Higgs-strahlung process. The green curve displays the total production cross
section. The dashed vertical lines indicate the centre-of-mass energies at which TLEP is expected
to run for five years each,

√
s = 240GeV and

√
s ∼ 2mtop.

rapidly decreasing with the new physics scale Λ, typically like 1/Λ2. For Λ = 1TeV,

departures up to 5% are expected [7, 8]. To discover new physics through its effects on the

Higgs boson couplings with a significance of 5σ, it is therefore necessary to measure these

couplings to fermions and gauge bosons with a precision of at least 1%, and at the per-mil

level to reach sensitivity to Λ larger than 1TeV, as suggested at by the negative results of

the searches at the LHC.

The number of Higgs bosons expected to be produced, hence the integrated luminosity

delivered by the collider, are therefore key elements in the choice of the right Higgs factory

for the future of high-energy physics: a per-mil accuracy cannot be reached with less

than a million Higgs bosons. The Higgs production cross section (obtained with the HZHA

generator [39]), through the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ and the WW or ZZ fusion

processes, is displayed in figure 7. A possible operational centre-of-mass energy is around

255GeV, where the total production cross section is maximal and amounts to 210 fb.

The luminosity profile of TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (figure 3)

leads to choose a slightly smaller value, around 240GeV, where the total number of Higgs

bosons produced is maximal, as displayed in figure 8. The number of WW fusion events

has a broad maximum for centre-of-mass energies between 280 and 360GeV. It is therefore

convenient to couple the analysis of the WW fusion with the scan of the tt̄ threshold, at√
s around 350GeV, where the background from the Higgs-strahlung process is smallest

and most separated from the WW fusion signal.

– 14 –

Higgs factory: MegaHiggs

a) b)

c) d)
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FCC-ee Physics Programme
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Z resonance: TeraZ WW threshold scan: OkuW

tt threshold scan: MegaTop
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Lineshape
q Exquisite Ebeam (unique!)
q mZ, ΓZ to < 100 keV (2.2 MeV)

Asymmetries
q sin2θW to 6×10-6 (1.6 × 10-4)

q αQED(mZ) to 3×10—5 (1.5 × 10-4)

Branching ratios Rl, Rb
q αS(mZ) to 0.0002 (0.002)

Threshold scan
q mW to 0.5 MeV (15 MeV)

Branching ratios Rl, Rb
q αS(mZ) to 0.0002

Radiative return e+e- ➝ Zγ
q Νν to 0.0004 (0.008)

Threshold scan
q mtop to 10 MeV (500 MeV)

q λtop to 10%
q EW couplings to 1%

Coupling/Quantity HL-LHC FCC-ee

kW 2-5% 0.19%

kZ 2-4% 0.15%

kb 4-7% 0.42%

kc – 0.71%

kt 2-5% 0.54%

kµ ~10% 6.2%

kg 2-5% 1.5%

kg 3-5% 0.8%

kZg ~12% ?

BRinvis ~10-15%? < 0.1%

GH ~50%? 0.9%

kt 7-10% 13% (*)

kH 30-50% ? 80%(*) (*) indirect
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FCC-ee baseline layout
u Designed to fit the FCC-hh tunnel and footprint
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11.9m

30 mrad

9.4m

Booster

IP (A)

IP (G)

RF

IP (G)

FCC-hh / Booster

Asymmetric beam crossing at the IPs
Minimize synchrotron radiation

Separate e+ and e- beampipes
Booster ring for top-up injection.

Conservatively, only two IPs

Beams will be crossing detector B-field at
a 15 mrad angle
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Beam X’ing time [ns] 20 167 850 6900

Beam polarisation

Transverse polarisation for beam
energy measurement via resonant

spin depolarisation:
δEbeam ≃ 100 keV

Unpolarised
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FCC-ee Luminosity and Operation Model
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-1s-2 cm36 10×Z (91.2 GeV) : 4.6 

-1s-2 cm35 10× (161 GeV): 6.4 -W+W

-1s-2 cm35 10×HZ (240 GeV) : 1.6 

-1s-2 cm34 10× (340-370 GeV) : 3.6 tt

-1s-2 cm34 10×HZ : 0.8 - 1.3 

1.3 × 107 s/year
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Detector designs
u Designs driven by the unprecedented precision of the measurements

q “CLIC-detector revisited” “IDEA”

q Possibly surrounded by large tracking volume (R = 8m)
v Very weakly coupled (long-lived) particles

§ E.g., RH neutrinos as DM candidates
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v Vertex detector: ALICE
v Tracking: MEG2
v Si Preshower
v Ultra-thin solenoid (2T)
v Calorimeter: DREAM 
v Equipped return yoke
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Main detector differences CLIC ➝ FCC-ee
u Smaller beam pipe radius 30 mm ➝ 15 mm

q First vertex detector layer 31 mm ➝ 17 mm
u Lower B-field strength 3.5 T ➝ 2.0 T

q Due to 15 mrad crossing angle
u Larger radius tracker / ECAL 1.5 m ➝ 2.1 m
u Thinner HCAL 7.5 λ0➝ 5.5 λ0

q Lower max energy
u Coil dimension largely unchanged
u Thinner yoke: Outer radius 6.45 m ➝ 6.00 m

u At FCC-ee, collisions are continuous; no bunch trains; no power pulsing
q Detector cooling issues to be investigated

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 14
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1m

2m

MDI and experimental environment
u Busy interaction region with 30 mrad crossing angle

q Quadrupole, shielding and compensating solenoids, lumiCal, are inside the detector

u Important beam backgrounds in the detector
q Synchrotron radiation requires Tantalum beam-pipe shielding
q Beamstrahlung at IP gives rise to γγ collisions (γγ → e+e- and γγ → qq)
q First investigations show detector occupancies at the 10-5 level or smaller

v Up to the highest centre-of-mass energies (top threshold)
u Next: understand online selection and readout requirements

q In particular: readout speed with one bunch crossing every 10-20 ns at the Z

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 15

_

Beam pipe

LumiCal

Compensating solenoid

Shielding solenoid

m

Vertex detector
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FCC-ee Interaction Region (i)
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FCC-ee Interaction Region (ii)
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Luminosity Monitoring with Bhabha scattering
Luminosity monitoring:
u Absolute – target precision 10-4

q May be best achieved through the process e+e- ➝ γγ (?)
u Relative for Z lineshape measurement – need a relative precision of 2-5 x 10-5

q Need cross section comparable to Z production:, i.e. ≥ 10 nb
q Can be achieved via small angle Bhabha scattering e+e- ➝ e+e-

v Very strongly forward peaked – control of angular acceptance very important

v Measured with set of two calorimeters; one at each side of the IP

v Average over SideA and SideB rates: Only dependent to second order on beam
paramaters:

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 18

Two counting rates:
- SideA = NarrowA + WideB
- SideB = NarrowB + WideA
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LumiCal

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 19

Uninstrumented:
assembly, electronics,
cooling, alignment

Instrumented

Bhabha cross section: σ = 23 nb
Geometric precision needed for
absolute normalisation to 10-4
• δz = 50 μm
• δrmin = 1.6 μm
• δrmax = 5.8 μm

Top view End view
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FCC-ee LumiCal sketch based freely on ILD Design
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30 layers of 1 X0 deep tungsten
30 Si layers (320 microns)

• segmentation 1.8 mm x 7.50
Depth:

• Calorimeter: 134 mm
• Total (incl. support): 175 mm

Inner radius:
• Sensitive: 80 mm
• Mechanical: 76 mm

Outer radius:
• Sensitive: 195.2 mm
• Mechanical: ~260 mm

Bolts hold calorimeters together
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More on ILD LumiCal
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~11 mm

232 mm

Note on cooling:
• Inner radius of acceptance varies by 0.33 μm/C0
• Temperature stabilization within 1 c0 safe. Probably within 0.2 C0
• Total dissipated heat in one LumiCal: 30 W.

• With power cycling: 1 ms active/199 ms breaks
• Water cooling: 15 l/min per LumiCal.

At FCC-ee, no power cycling.
Need more efficient cooling…
Space requirement?

128 channels

1 LumiCal:
92160 readout channels
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Off-momentum particles
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Probability of a cluster of E > 1 GeV to be found per BX

Probability of coincidence: ~5 x 10-5
• Comparable to rate of Bhabha events
• Reduced to 0.1-0-15 x 10-4 by cuts (energy, angle, …)

• 100 times higher off-momentum than Bhabha rate into
calorimeters

• ~50 x more deposited energy from off-momentum

Experience from OPAL @ LEP

0.7
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FCC-ee LumiCal Challenges
u Interaction region very crowded, LumiCal close to IP, face at z = 100 cm
u Very ambitious goals for luminosity measurement

q 10-4 absolute
q 2 × 10-5 relative (energy-point to energy-point)

u Very low bunch crossing times
q Varying from 20 ns at √s = 91.2 GeV to 6 μs at √s =350 GeV

v In earlier versions of FCC-ee optimisation, down to as low as 3 ns at √s = 91.2 GeV
q Continuous collisions, no bunch trains, no power pulsing

u Physics rates
q Z production: 90 kHz

v No pileup, μ = 0.002
q Double arm Bhabhas of the same order, single arm Bhabhas somewhat higher

v Off-momentum rate × 10 higher(?) … 10 GHz (?)

u Suggest a set of two SiW calorimeters, like OPAL, ALPEH, ILD, CLIC
q With given geometry, need mechanical precision at the 1 μm level

u To save space, suggest to use a conical geometry
q Challenge: Stability of mechanical precision
q Need detailed plan for mechanical design and assembly
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FCC-ee LumiCal Challenges (cont’d)
u Very dense environment, high (repetition) rate, and no power pulsing

q Challenge: Heat dissipation/cooling
v ILD quotes 30 W;

§ ×100 from no power pulsing?; ×10 from higher BX rate?
q Need to keep temperature very stable to maintain geometrical precision

u Readout electronics
q At LEP, we read out each BX separately; can hardly be done at 20 ns (or even 3 ns) ?
q Probably need to integrate over multiple bunch crossings?

v Scheme for multi-bunch readout – triggered or not
v Off-momentum background will increase as square of number of BX integrated over

q Power consumption
u Mechanical design of forward region

q How is LumiCal (and everything else in forward region) supported
u Geometrical alignment

q How?
u High integrated rate especially at (important) inner radius

q Possibly need for radiation tolerant sensors and electronics

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 24
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Summary and Outlook
u FCC-ee is a very ambitious project aiming for ultimate precision tests of the
Standard Model
q Z lineshape measurement and rare Z decay search with 5x1012 Z decays
q WW threshold scan with 108 W bosons
q Per mille level Higgs couplings with 106 HZ events
q Top quark mass and couplings from tt threshold scan with 106 events

u On accelerator design, lots of progress has been already made
q Technology ready… on paper

u State-of-the-art detectors developed for ILC/CLIC adaptable for FCC-ee, however …
q Detector solenoid field limited to 2 T due to ±15 mrad beam crossing angle
q Cooling issues related to lack of power pulsing
q Low angle forward region is very densely packed

v LumiCal @ 1m; compensating solenoid between 1.2 and 2.2 m
u Forward calorimetry is probably the most difficult part of instrumentation

q Currently only worrying about LumiCal – have not been able to locate space for BeamCal
q Very high demands on luminosity measurement: 10-4 absolute
q Almost all question about LumiCal design are still open:

v technology (probably SiW), mechanical construction, readout electronics, cooling,
alignment, support

v Any help, advice, input is very welcome
03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 25
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Extra Slides
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LEP3
u If we do not have funding to construct a new tunnel, neither circular nor linear

q After HL-LHC refurbish LEP/LHC tunnel with a state of the art modern e+e- collider
v Will be comfortably able to work as a Higgs factory (remember LEP was close)

v Will of course be able to cover Z and WW programmes
v However, will not be able to operate at tt threshold

§ Synchrotron energy loss of 35 GeV per turn, i.e. 20%
§ Missing out on top mass and couplings and some of the Higgs programme (gHHH, gt)

v Fast estimate says that luminosity could be ¼ of that of FCC-ee
§ However, we can operate with four detectors and regain a factor of ~2

q Cost effective way to carry through Z, WW, and Higgs parts of FCC-ee programmme

03/09/1731st FCAL Meeting, Belgrade 27

Further studies needed

-
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Tera-Z Relative Normalisation
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u FCC-ee goal: Determine Z parameters to precisions:
δMZ = 100 keV ; δΓZ = 100 keV

q Plot shows relative change in cross section across Z resonance for variation of this size in
these parameters

δMZ = 100 keV :
16 × 10-5

δΓZ = 100 keV :
5 × 10-5

q Z width measurement most demanding

v Need relative normalisation to about 2 × 10-5


